We propose to decompose instruction execution to goal prediction and action generation. We design a model that maps raw visual observations to goals using LINGUNET, a language-conditioned image generation network, and then generates the actions required to complete them. Our model is trained from demonstration only without external resources. To evaluate our approach, we introduce two benchmarks for instruction following: LANI, a navigation task; and CHAI, where an agent executes household instructions. Our evaluation demonstrates the advantages of our model decomposition, and illustrates the challenges posed by our new benchmarks.
Introduction
Executing instructions in interactive environments requires mapping natural language and observations to actions. Recent approaches propose learning to directly map from inputs to actions, for example given language and either structured observations (Mei et al., 2016; Suhr and Artzi, 2018) or raw visual observations (Misra et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2018) . Rather than using a combination of models, these approaches learn a single model to solve language, perception, and planning challenges. This reduces the amount of engineering required and eliminates the need for hand-crafted meaning representations. At each step, the agent maps its current inputs to the next action using a single learned function that is executed repeatedly until task completion.
Although executing the same computation at each step simplifies modeling, it exemplifies certain inefficiencies; while the agent needs to decide what action to take at each step, identifying its goal is only required once every several steps or even once per execution. The left instruction in Figure 1 illustrates this. The agent can compute its After reaching the hydrant head towards the blue fence and pass towards the right side of the well.
Put the cereal, the sponge, and the dishwashing soap into the cupboard above the sink. goal once given the initial observation, and given this goal can then generate the actions required. In this paper, we study a new model that explicitly distinguishes between goal selection and action generation, and introduce two instruction following benchmark tasks to evaluate it.
Our model decomposes into goal prediction and action generation. Given a natural language instruction and system observations, the model predicts the goal to complete. Given the goal, the model generates a sequence of actions.
The key challenge we address is designing the goal representation. We avoid manually designing a meaning representation, and predict the goal in the agent's observation space. Given the image of the environment the agent observes, we generate a probability distribution over the image to highlight the goal location. We treat this prediction as image generation, and develop LINGUNET, a language conditioned variant of the U-NET image-to-image architecture (Ronneberger et al., 2015) . Given the visual goal prediction, we generate actions using a recurrent neural network (RNN).
Our model decomposition offers two key advantages. First, we can use different learning methods as appropriate for the goal prediction and action generation problems. We find supervised learning more effective for goal prediction, where only a limited amount of natural language data is available. For action generation, where exploration is critical, we use policy gradient in a contextual bandit setting (Misra et al., 2017) . Second, the goal distribution is easily interpretable by overlaying it on the agent observations. This can be used to increase the safety of physical systems by letting the user verify the goal before any action is executed. Despite the decomposition, our approach retains the advantages of the single-model approach. It does not require designing intermediate representations, and training does not rely on external resources, such as pre-trained parsers or object detectors, instead using demonstrations only.
We introduce two new benchmark tasks with different levels of complexity of goal prediction and action generation. LANI is a 3D navigation environment and corpus, where an agent navigates between landmarks. The corpus includes 6,000 sequences of natural language instructions, each containing on average 4.7 instructions. CHAI is a corpus of 1,596 instruction sequences, each including 7.7 instructions on average, for CHALET, a 3D house environment (Yan et al., 2018) . Instructions combine navigation and simple manipulation, including moving objects and opening containers. Both tasks require solving language challenges, including spatial and temporal reasoning, as well as complex perception and planning problems. While LANI provides a task where most instructions include a single goal, the CHAI instructions often require multiple intermediate goals.
For example, the household instruction in Figure 1 can be decomposed to eight goals: opening the cupboard, picking each item and moving it to the cupboard, and closing the cupboard. Achieving each goal requires multiple actions of different types, including moving and acting on objects. This allows us to experiment with a simple variation of our model to generate intermediate goals.
We compare our approach to multiple recent methods. Experiments on the LANI navigation task indicate that decomposing goal prediction and action generation significantly improves instruction execution performance. While we observe similar trends on the CHAI instructions, results are overall weaker, illustrating the complexity of the task. We also observe that inherent ambiguities in instruction following make exact goal identification difficult, as demonstrated by imperfect human performance. However, the gap to human-level performance still remains large across both tasks. Our code and data are available at github.com/clic-lab/ciff.
Technical Overview
Task Let X be the set of all instructions, S the set of all world states, and A the set of all actions. An instructionx ∈ X is a sequence x 1 , . . . , x n , where each x i is a token. The agent executes instructions by generating a sequence of actions, and indicates execution completion with the special action STOP.
The sets of actions A and states S are domain specific. In the navigation domain LANI, the actions include moving the agent and changing its orientation. The state information includes the position and orientation of the agent and the different landmarks. The agent actions in the CHALET house environment include moving and changing the agent orientation, as well as an object interaction action. The state encodes the position and orientation of the agent and all objects in the house. For interactive objects, the state also includes their status, for example if a drawer is open or closed. In both domains, the actions are discrete. The domains are described in Section 6. Model The agent does not observe the world state directly, but instead observes its pose and an RGB image of the environment from its point of view. We define these observations as the agent contexts. An agent model is a function from an agent contexts to an action a ∈ A. We model goal prediction as predicting a probability distribution over the agent visual observations, representing the likelihood of locations or objects in the environment being target positions or objects to be acted on. Our model is described in Section 4. Learning We assume access to training data with N examples {(x (i) , s
, wherex (i) is an instruction, s (i) 1 is a start state, and s (i) g is the goal state. We decompose learning; training goal prediction using supervised learning, and action generation using oracle goals with policy gradient in a contextual bandit setting. We assume an instrumented environment with access to the world state, which is used to compute rewards during training only. Learning is described in Section 5. Evaluation We evaluate task performance on a test set {(x (i) , s
, wherex (i) is an instruction, s
1 is a start state, and s (i) g is the goal state. We evaluate task completion accuracy and the distance of the agent's final state to s (i) g .
Related Work
Mapping instruction to action has been studied extensively with intermediate symbolic representations (e.g., Chen and Mooney, 2011; Kim and Mooney, 2012; Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013; Artzi et al., 2014; Misra et al., 2015 Misra et al., , 2016 . Recently, there has been growing interest in direct mapping from raw visual observations to actions (Misra et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 2018; Anderson et al., 2018; Fried et al., 2018) . We propose a model that enjoys the benefits of such direct mapping, but explicitly decomposes that task to interpretable goal prediction and action generation. While we focus on natural language, the problem has also been studied using synthetic language (Chaplot et al., 2018; Hermann et al., 2017) .
Our model design is related to hierarchical reinforcement learning, where sub-policies at different levels of the hierarchy are used at different frequencies (Sutton et al., 1998) . Oh et al. (2017) uses a two-level hierarchy for mapping synthetic language to actions. Unlike our visual goal representation, they use an opaque vector representation. Also, instead of reinforcement learning, our methods emphasize sample efficiency.
Goal prediction is related to referring expression interpretation (Matuszek et al., 2012a; Krishnamurthy and Kollar, 2013; Kazemzadeh et al., 2014; Kong et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2016; Mao et al., 2016; Kitaev and Klein, 2017 ). While our model solves a similar problem for goal prediction, we focus on detecting visual goals for actions, including both navigation and manipulation, as part of an instruction following model. Using formal goal representation for instruction following was studied by MacGlashan et al. (2015) . In contrast, our model generates a probability distribution over images, and does not require an ontology.
Our data collection is related to existing work. LANI is inspired by the HCRC Map Task (Anderson et al., 1991) , where a leader directs a follower to navigate between landmarks on a map. We use a similar task, but our scalable data collection process allows for a significantly larger corpus. We also provide an interactive navigation environment, instead of only map diagrams. Unlike Map Task, our leaders and followers do not interact in real time. This abstracts away interaction challenges, similar to how the SAIL navigation corpus was collected (MacMahon et al., 2006) . CHAI instructions were collected using scenarios given to workers, similar to the ATIS collection process (Hemphill et al., 1990; Dahl et al., 1994) . Recently, multiple 3D research environments were released. LANI has a significantly larger state space than existing navigation environments (Hermann et al., 2017; Chaplot et al., 2018) , and CHALET, the environment used for CHAI, is larger and has more complex manipulation compared to similar environments (Gordon et al., 2018; Das et al., 2018) . In addition, only synthetic language data has been released for these environment. An exception is the Room-to-Room dataset (Anderson et al., 2018) that makes use of an environment of connected panoramas of house settings. Although it provides a realistic vision challenge, unlike our environments, the state space is limited to a small number of panoramas and manipulation is not possible.
Model
We model the agent policy as a neural network. The agent observes the world state s t at time t as an RGB image I t . The agent contexts t , the information available to the agent to select the next action a t , is a tuple (x, I P , (I 1 , p 1 ), . . . , (I t , p t ) ), wherex is the natural language instructions, I P is a panoramic view of the environment from the starting position at time t = 1, and (I 1 , p 1 ), . . . , (I t , p t ) is the sequence of observations I t and poses p t up to time t. The panorama I P is generated through deterministic exploration by rotating 360 • to observe the environment at the beginning of the execution. 1 The model includes two main components: goal prediction and action generation. The agent uses the panorama I P to predict the goal location l g . At each time step t, a projection of the goal location into the agent's current view M t is given as input to an RNN to generate actions. The probability of an action a t at time t decomposes to: P (at |st) = lg P (lg |x, IP ) P (at | lg, (I1, p1), . . . , (It, pt)) , where the first term puts the complete distribution mass on a single location (i.e., a delta function). Figure 2 illustrates the model. t e 4 3 4 X y 9 3 z Y V b 6 T j 9 l l Z C F y W C 5 u v w a S k p G t r 0 R H N h g a N c e s K 4 F f 7 9 l M + Z Z R x 9 m 2 G Y W N D w i x u l m M 6 r h N f j O K 2 q x C r a i e s 6 9 M 3 F 2 z 3 t k v P P 3 T j q x j + + d H r R p s M D 8 p 5 8 J E c k J l 9 J j 5 y S P h k Q T i 7 I J f l D r o L r 4 D a 4 C + 7 X o 3 v B Z u c d + Q f B w y M k U a y W < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " H 9 h v m 1 b r w P v d e S 5 u v J g 4 N X p 6 g w Y = " > A A A C O n i c b V D P a x N B G J 2 t W u t a N d G j H g a D 0 F P Y F U G P g R b s M U L T B L J L m J 3 9 k g y Z H 8 v M t 2 p Y 9 t K / p l d 7 7 j / S a 2 + l 1 / 4 B n U 1 y 0 M Q H A 4 / 3 v m / e z M s K K R x G 0 U 2 w 9 + T p s / 3 n B y / C l 4 e v X r 9 p t
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Turn left and go to the red oil drum
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x N A Y P a F n 9 O K 9 e m / e u / f x 3 d r w 5 j P 7 6 B e 8 z y 9 K 7 a F 5 < / l a t e x i t > Figure 2 : An illustration for our architecture (Section 4) for the instruction turn left and go to the red oil drum with a LINGUNET depth of m = 4. The instructionx is mapped tox with an RNN, and the initial panorama observation I P to F 0 with a CNN. LINGUNET generates H 1 , a visual representation of the goal. First, a sequence of convolutions maps the image features F 0 to feature maps F 1 ,. . . ,F 4 . The text representationx is used to generate the kernels K 1 ,. . . ,K 4 , which are convolved to generate the text-conditioned feature maps G 1 ,. . . ,G 4 . These feature maps are de-convolved to H 1 ,. . . ,H 4 . The goal probability distribution P g is computed from H 1 . The goal location is the inferred from the max of P g . Given l g and p t , the pose at step t, the goal mask M t is computed and passed into an RNN that outputs the action to execute.
Goal Prediction
To predict the goal location, we generate a probability distribution P g over a feature map F 0 generated using convolutions from the initial panorama observation I P . Each element in the probability distribution P g corresponds to an area in I P . Given the instruction x and panorama I P , we first generate their representations. From the panorama I P , we generate a feature map F 0 = [CNN 0 (I P ); F p ], where CNN 0 is a two-layer convolutional neural network (CNN; LeCun et al., 1998) with rectified linear units (ReLU; Nair and Hinton, 2010) and F p are positional embeddings. 2 The concatenation is along the channel dimension. The instructionx = x 1 , · · · x n is mapped to a sequence of hidden states l i = LSTM x (ψ x (x i ), l i−1 ), i = 1, . . . , n using a learned embedding function ψ x and a long short-term memory (LSTM; Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) RNN LSTM x . The instruction representation isx = l n .
We generate the probability distribution P g over pixels in F 0 using LINGUNET. The architecture of LINGUNET is inspired by the U-NET image generation method (Ronneberger et al., 2015) , except that the reconstruction phase is conditioned on the natural language instruction. LINGUNET first applies m convolutional layers to generate a sequence of feature maps F j = CNN j (F j−1 ), 2 We generate F p by creating a channel for each deterministic observation used to create the panorama, and setting all the pixels corresponding to that observation location in the panorama to 1 and all others to 0. The number of observations depends on the agent's camera angle. j = 1 . . . m, where each CNN j is a convolutional layer with leaky ReLU non-linearities (Maas et al., 2013) and instance normalization (Ulyanov et al., 2016) . The instruction representationx is split evenly into m vectors {x j } m j=1 , each is used to create a 1 × 1 kernel K j = AFFINE j (x j ), where each AFFINE j is an affine transformation followed by normalizing and reshaping. For each F j , we apply a 2D 1 × 1 convolution using the text kernel K j to generate a text-conditioned feature map G j = CONVOLVE(K j , F j ), where CONVOLVE convolves the kernel over the feature map. We then perform m deconvolutions to generate a sequence of feature maps H m ,. . . ,H 1 :
DROPOUT is dropout regularization (Srivastava et al., 2014) and each DECONV j is a deconvolution operation followed a leaky ReLU nonlinearity and instance norm. 3 Finally, we generate P g by applying a softmax to H 1 and an additional learned scalar bias term b g to represent events where the goal is out of sight. For example, when the agent already stands in the goal position and therefore the panorama does not show it.
We use P g to predict the goal position in the environment. We first select the goal pixel in F 0 as the pixel corresponding to the highest probability element in P g . We then identify the corresponding 3D location l g in the environment using backward camera projection, which is computed given the camera parameters and p 1 , the agent pose at the beginning of the execution. Action Generation Given the predicted goal l g , we generate actions using an RNN. At each time step t, given p t , we generate the goal mask M t , which has the same shape as the observed image I t . The goal mask M t has a value of 1 for each element that corresponds to the goal location l g in I t . We do not distinguish between visible or occluded locations. All other elements are set to 0. We also maintain an out-of-sight flag o t that is set to 1 if (a) l g is not within the agent's view; or (b) the max scoring element in P g corresponds to b g , the term for events when the goal is not visible in I P . Otherwise, o t is set to 0. We compute an action generation hidden state y t with an RNN:
where FLAT flattens M t into a vector, AFFINE A is a learned affine transformation with ReLU, and LSTM A is an LSTM RNN. The previous hidden state y t−1 was computed when generating the previous action, and the RNN is extended gradually during execution. Finally, we compute a probability distribution over actions:
where ψ T is a learned embedding lookup table for the current time (Chaplot et al., 2018) and AFFINE p is a learned affine transformation. Model Parameters The model parameters θ include the parameters of the convolutions CNN 0 and the components of LINGUNET: CNN j , AFFINE j , and DECONV j for j = 1, . . . , m. In addition we learn two affine transformations AFFINE A and AFFINE p , two RNNs LSTM x and LSTM A , two embedding functions ψ x and ψ T , and the goal distribution bias term b g . In our experiments (Section 7), all parameters are learned without external resources.
Learning
Our modeling decomposition enables us to choose different learning algorithms for the two parts. While reinforcement learning is commonly deployed for tasks that benefit from exploration (e.g., Peters and Schaal, 2008; Mnih et al., 2013) , these methods require many samples due to their high sample complexity. However, when learning with natural language, only a relatively small number of samples is realistically available. This problem was addressed in prior work by learning in a contextual bandit setting (Misra et al., 2017) or mixing reinforcement and supervised learning (Xiong et al., 2018) . Our decomposition uniquely offers to tease apart the language understanding problem and address it with supervised learning, which generally has lower sample complexity. For action generation though, where exploration can be autonomous, we use policy gradient in a contextual bandit setting (Misra et al., 2017) . We assume access to training data with N examples {(x (i) , s
1 is a start state, and s (i) g is the goal state. We train the goal prediction component by minimizing the cross-entropy of the predicted distribution with the gold-standard goal distribution. The gold-standard goal distribution is a deterministic distribution with probability one at the pixel corresponding to the goal location if the goal is in the field of view, or probability one at the extra out-of-sight position otherwise. The gold location is the agent's location in s (i) g . We update the model parameters using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) .
We train action generation by maximizing the expected immediate reward the agent observes while exploring the environment. The objective for a single example i and time stamp t is:
where R (i) : S × A → R is an example-specific reward function, H(·) is an entropy regularization term, and λ is the regularization coefficient. The reward function R (i) details are described in details in Appendix B. Roughly speaking, the reward function includes two additive components: a problem reward and a shaping term (Ng et al., 1999) . The problem reward provides a positive reward for successful task completion, and a negative reward for incorrect completion or collision. The shaping term is positive when the agent gets closer to the goal position, and negative if it is moving away. The gradient of the objective is:
We approximate the gradient by sampling an action using the policy (Williams, 1992) , and use the gold goal location computed from s
g . We perform several parallel rollouts to compute gradients and update the parameters using Hogwild! (Recht et al., 2011) 6 Tasks and Data
LANI
The goal of LANI is to evaluate how well an agent can follow navigation instructions. The agent task is to follow a sequence of instructions that specify a path in an environment with multiple landmarks. Figure 1 (left) shows an example instruction. The environment is a fenced, square, grass field. Each instance of the environment contains between 6-13 randomly placed landmarks, sampled from 63 unique landmarks. The agent can take four types of discrete actions: FORWARD, TURNRIGHT, TURNLEFT, and STOP. The field is of size 50×50, the distance of the FORWARD action is 1.5, and the turn angle is 15 • . The environment simulator is implemented in Unity3D. At each time step, the agent performs an action, observes a first person view of the environment as an RGB image, and receives a scalar reward. The simulator provides a socket API to control the agent and the environment.
Agent performance is evaluated using two metrics: task completion accuracy, and stop distance error. A task is completed correctly if the agent stops within an aerial distance of 5 from the goal.
We collect a corpus of navigation instructions using crowdsourcing. We randomly generate environments, and generate one reference path for each environment. To elicit linguistically interesting instructions, reference paths are generated to pass near landmarks. We use Amazon Mechanical Turk, and split the annotation process to two tasks. First, given an environment and a reference path, a worker writes an instruction paragraph for following the path. The second task requires another worker to control the agent to perform the instructions and simultaneously mark at each point what part of the instruction was executed. The recording of the second worker creates the final data of segmented instructions and demonstrations. The generated reference path is displayed in both tasks. The second worker could also mark the paragraph as invalid. Both tasks are done from an overhead view of the environment, but workers are instructed to provide instructions for a robot that obGo around the pillar on the right hand side and head towards the boat, circling around it clockwise. When you are facing the tree, walk towards it, and the pass on the right hand side, and the left hand side of the cone. Circle around the cone, and then walk past the hydrant on your right, and the the tree stump. Circle around the stump and then stop right behind it.
Circle around the statue counter clockwise on the right hand side, then head towards the barrel. Go past the barrel on the right hand side and head towards the bench, passing the bench on the right side, stopping right before you get to the white fence. The original reference path is marked in red (start) and blue (end). The agent, using a drone icon, is placed at the beginning of the path. The follower path is coded in colors to align to the segmented instruction paragraph.
serves the environment from a first person view. Figure 3 shows a reference path and the written instruction. This data can be used for evaluating both executing sequences of instructions and single instructions in isolation. Table 1 shows the corpus statistics. 4 Each paragraph corresponds to a single unique instance of the environment. The paragraphs are split into train, test, and development, with a 70% / 15% / 15% split. Finally, we sample 200 single development instructions for qualitative analysis of the language challenge the corpus presents (Table 2) .
CHAI
The CHAI corpus combines both navigation and simple manipulation in a complex, simulated household environment. We use the CHALET simulator (Yan et al., 2018) , a 3D house simulator that provides multiple houses, each with multiple rooms. The environment supports moving between rooms, picking and placing objects, and opening and closing cabinets and similar containers. Objects can be moved between rooms and in and out of containers. The agent observes the world in first-person view, and can take five actions: FORWARD, TURNLEFT, TURNRIGHT, STOP, and INTERACT. The INTERACT action acts on objects. It takes as argument a 2D position in the agent's view. Agent performance is evaluated with two metrics: (a) stop distance, which measures the distance of the agent's final state to the final annotated position; and (b) manipulation accuracy, which compares the set of manipulation actions to a reference set. When measuring distance, to consider the house plan, we compute the minimal aerial distance for each room that must be visited. Yan et al. (2018) provides the full details of the simulator and evaluation. We use five different houses, each with up to six rooms. Each room contains on average 30 objects. A typical room is of size 6×6. We set the distance of FORWARD to 0.1, the turn angle to 90 • , and divide the agent's view to a 32×32 grid for the INTERACT action. We collected a corpus of navigation and manipulation instructions using Amazon Mechanical Turk. We created 36 common household scenarios to provide a familiar context to the task. 5 We use two crowdsourcing tasks. First, we provide workers with a scenario and ask them to write instructions. The workers are encouraged to explore the environment and interact with it. We then segment the instructions to sentences automatically. In the second task, workers are presented with the segmented sentences in order and asked to execute them. After finishing a sentence, the workers re- 5 We observed that asking workers to simply write instructions without providing a scenario leads to combinations of repetitive instructions unlikely to occur in reality.
quest the next sentence. The workers do not see the original scenario. Figure 4 shows a scenario and the written segmented paragraph. Similar to LANI, CHAI data can be used for studying complete paragraphs and single instructions. Table 1 shows the corpus statistics. 6 The paragraphs are split into train, test, and development, with a 70% / 15% / 15% split. Table 2 shows qualitative analysis of a sample of 200 instructions.
Experimental Setup
Method Adaptations for CHAI We apply two modifications to our model to support intermediate goal for the CHAI instructions. First, we train an additional RNN to predict the sequence of intermediate goals given the instruction only.
There are two types of goals: NAVIGATION, for action sequences requiring movement only and ending with the STOP action; and INTERACTION, for sequence of movement actions that end with an INTERACT action. For example, for the instruction pick up the red book and go to the kitchen, the sequence of goals will be INTERACTION, NAVIGATION, NAVIGATION . This indicates the agent must first move to the object to pick it up via interaction, move to the kitchen door, and finally move within the kitchen. The process of executing an instruction starts with predicting the sequence of goal types. We call our model (Section 4) separately for each goal type. The execution concludes when the final goal is completed. For learning, we create a separate example for each intermediate goal and train the additional RNN separately. The second modification is replacing the backward camera projection for inferring the goal location with ray casting to iden- et al. (2018) . We also evaluate goal prediction and compare to the method of Janner et al. (2018) and a CENTER baseline, which always predict the center pixel. Appendix C provides baseline details. Evaluation Metrics We evaluate using the metrics described in Section 6: stop distance (SD) and task completion (TC) for LANI, and stop distance (SD) and manipulation accuracy (MA) for CHAI. To evaluate the goal prediction, we report the real distance of the predicted goal from the annotated goal and the percentage of correct predictions. We consider a goal correct if it is within a distance of 5.0 for LANI and 1.0 for CHAI. We also report human evaluation for LANI by asking raters if the generated path follows the instruction on a Likerttype scale of 1-5. Raters were shown the generated path, the reference path, and the instruction. Parameters We use a horizon of 40 for both domains. During training, we allow additional 5 steps to encourage learning even after errors. When using intermediate goals in CHAI, the horizon is used for each intermediate goal separately. All other parameters and detailed in Appendix D. Tables 3 and 4 Table 5 : Development goal prediction performance. We measure distance (Dist) and accuracy (Acc).
Results
the challenges of both tasks, and shows the tasks are robust to simple biases. On LANI, our approach outperforms CHAPLOT18, improving task completion (TC) accuracy by 5%, and both methods outperform MISRA17. On CHAI, CHAP-LOT18 and MISRA17 both fail to learn, while our approach shows an improvement on stop distance (SD). However, all models perform poorly on CHAI, especially on manipulation (MA).
To isolate navigation performance on CHAI, we limit our train and test data to instructions that include navigation actions only. The STOP baseline on these instructions gives a stop distance (SD) of 3.91, higher than the average for the entire data as these instructions require more movement. Our approach gives a stop distance (SD) of 3.24, a 17% reduction of error, significantly better than the 8% reduction of error over the entire corpus.
We also measure human performance on a sample of 100 development examples for both tasks. On LANI, we observe a stop distance error (SD) of 5.2 and successful task completion (TC) 63% of the time. On CHAI, the human distance error (SD) is 1.34 and the manipulation accuracy is 100%. The imperfect performance demonstrates the inherent ambiguity of the tasks. The gap to human performance is still large though, demonstrating that both tasks are largely open problems.
The imperfect human performance raises questions about automated evaluation. In general, we observe that often measuring execution quality with rigid goals is insufficient. We conduct a human evaluation with 50 development examples from LANI rating human performance and our approach. Figure 5 shows a histogram of the ratings. The mean rating for human followers is 4.38, while our approach's is 3.78; we observe a similar trend to before with this metric. Using Table 6 : Mean goal prediction error for LANI instructions with and without the analysis categories we used in Table 2 . The p-values are from two-sided t-tests comparing the means in each row. judgements on our approach, we correlate the human metric with the SD measure. We observe a Pearson correlation -0.65 (p=5e-7), indicating that our automated metric correlates well with human judgment. 7 This initial study suggests that our automated evaluation is appropriate for this task.
Our ablations (Table 3) demonstrate the importance of each of the components of the model. We ablate the action generation RNN (w/o RNN), completely remove the language input (w/o Language), and train the model jointly (w/joint Learning). 8 On CHAI especially, ablations results in models that display ineffective behavior. Of the ablations, we observe the largest benefit from decomposing the learning and using supervised learning for the language problem.
We also evaluate our approach with access to oracle goals (Table 3) . We observe this improves navigation performance significantly on both tasks. However, the model completely fails to learn a reasonable manipulation behavior for CHAI. This illustrates the planning complexity of this domain. A large part of the improvement in measured navigation behavior is likely due to eliminating much of the ambiguity the automated metric often fails to capture.
Finally, on goal prediction (Table 5) , our approach outperforms the method of Janner et al. (2018) . Figure 6 and Appendix Figure 7 show example goal predictions. In Table 6 , we break down LANI goal prediction results for the analysis cate- 7 We did not observe this kind of clear anti-correlation comparing the two results for human performance (Pearson correlation of 0.09 and p=0.52). The limited variance in human performance makes correlation harder to test.
8 Appendix C provides the details of joint learning.
curve around big rock keeping it to your left .
walk over to the cabinets and open the cabinet doors up Figure 6 : Goal prediction probability maps P g overlaid on the corresponding observed panoramas I P . The top example shows a result on LANI, the bottom on CHAI.
gories we used in Table 2 using the same sample of the data. Appendix E includes a similar table for CHAI. We observe that our approach finds instructions with temporal coordination or co-reference challenging. Co-reference is an expected limitation; with single instructions, the model can not resolve references to previous instructions.
Discussion
We propose a model for instruction following with explicit separation of goal prediction and action generation. Our representation of goal prediction is easily interpretable, while not requiring the design of logical ontologies and symbolic representations. A potential limitation of our approach is cascading errors. Action generation relies completely on the predicted goal and is not exposed to the language otherwise. This also suggests a second related limitation: the model is unlikely to successfully reason about instructions that include constraints on the execution itself. While the model may reach the final goal correctly, it is unlikely to account for the intermediate trajectory constraints. As we show (Table 2) , such instructions are common in our data. These two limitations may be addressed by allowing action generation access to the instruction. Achieving this while retaining an interpretable goal representation that clearly determines the execution is an important direction for future work. Another important open question concerns automated evaluation, which remains especially challenging when instructions do not only specify goals, but also constraints on how to achieve them. Our resources provide the platform and data to conduct this research. Table 8 : Mean goal prediction error for CHAI instructions with and without the analysis categories we used in Table 2 . The p-values are from two-sided t-tests comparing the means in each row.
2. All deconvolutions except the final one, also use 32 5×5 kernels with stride 2. The dropout probability in LINGUNET is 0.5. The size of attention mask is 32×32 + 1. For both LANI and CHAI, we use a camera angle of 60 • and create panoramas using 6 separate RGB images. Each image is of size 128×128. We use a learning rate of 0.00025 and entropy coefficient λ of 0.05. Table 8 provides the same kind of error analysis results here for the CHAI dataset as we produced for LANI, comparing performance of the model on samples of sentences with and without the analysis phenomena that occurred in CHAI. Figure 7 shows example goal predictions from the development sets. We found the predicted probability distributions to be reasonable even in many cases where the agent failed to successfully complete the task. We observed that often the evaluation metric is too strict for LANI instructions, especially in cases of instruction ambiguity. walk the cup to the table and set the cup on the table .
E CHAI Error Analysis

F Examples of Generated Goal Prediction
Figure 7: Goal prediction probability maps P g overlaid on the corresponding observed panoramas I P . The top three examples show results from LANI, the bottom three from CHAI. The white arrow indicates the forward direction that the agent is facing. The success/failure in the LANI examples indicate if the task was completed accurately or not following the task completion (TC) metric.
